
Student Learning Outcomes 
Assessment (SLOA)

How to complete your SLOA Form

Please check back for regular updates. Last updated 1/10/2023



SLOA Form for  
Fal l  2022

Available as a web form through 
Adobe Sign which means you:

• Can access and complete 
the web form through a link 
from any web browser

• Will receive a confirmation 
email once submitted

• Will receive a copy of your 
submitted form for future 
reference



About Student Learning Outcomes 
A ssessment (SLOA)
Program Student Learning Outcomes (PSLOs) Assessment NWCCU 
Standard 1.C.5 recognizes the central role of faculty in maintaining an 
effective system of assessment to evaluate the quality of learning in 
its programs.

The faculty-led SLOA process is an opportunity to reflect on student 
learning and a way to examine our process of instructing. It is to be 
completed by each department, preferably with all department 
faculty involved. Most faculty already reflect on student learning and 
how to improve teaching. This is a means to record those reflections 
and collect data on outcomes.

About SLOA



Instructions

Instructions

Select a Program Student Learning Outcome (PSLO) by week 2 of 
the quarter, preferably one that the students are struggling with

Select (2 or 3) Course Student Learning Outcomes (CSLO) that connect 
to the PSLO (Use Tableau to look at your MCO mapping)

Complete the form by the 
end of each quarter

In the summer, you will be asked to reflect on all the SLOA forms from this past year 
(a total of three forms will be included)



Glossary/Definitions

Glossary/Definitions

ISLO: Institutional Student Learning Outcomes are 
expected of all graduates. They are Human Diversity, 
Effective Communication, and Critical Thinking. These 
SLOs should be built into the curriculum of each program 
and course. The Assessing College-wide Learning 
Outcomes web page defines the indicators for each 
outcome. (https://www.batestech.edu/teaching-
andlearning/)

Summative Assessment: The goal of 
summative assessment is to evaluate student 
learning at the end of an instructional unit by 
comparing it against some standard or 
benchmark.

Formative Assessment: The goal of 
formative assessment is to monitor student 
learning to provide ongoing feedback that can be 
used by instructors to improve their teaching and 
by students to improve their learning.

PSLO: Program Student Learning Outcomes are 
defined as the knowledge, skills, abilities, or 
attitudes that students have at the completion of 
a degree or certificate. This level of outcomes 
assessment has the greatest potential to improve 
student pathways and overall achievement.

Bloom’s Taxonomy: This learning taxonomy 
provides action verbs based on each level of 
understanding. This assists instructors when 
creating lesson and course objectives. Levels of 
the taxonomy is Remember/understand (R/U), 
Apply/Analyze (A/A), Evaluate/Create (E/C).

CSLO: Course Student Learning Outcomes are a 
formal statement of what students are expected to 
learn in a course. Course learning outcome 
statements refer to specific knowledge, practical 
skills, areas of professional development, 
attitudes, higher-order thinking skills, etc.

https://www.batestech.edu/teaching-and-learning/blooms-taxonomy/


PSLO Mapping: Link

PSLO Mapping

Program Student Learning Outcomes (PSLO) Mapping 
can be found by clicking on the SLOA Form link. The link 
takes you to a Tableau Server dashboard featuring multiple 
tabs that include MCO, Outcome Lookup, PSLO Method and 
Level, ISLO Method and Level and PSLO Mapping.

https://tableau.sbctc.edu/t/Bates/views/AssessmentDashboards_15869013948270/PSLOMapping/Bates_Admin/3db48420-a434-426c-b9ea-bbe1f81b13ba?:display_count=n&:showVizHome=n&:origin=viz_share_link&:isGuestRedirectFromVizportal=y&:embed=y


Frequently A sked Questions (FAQ’s)

FAQ’s

When are the 
SLOA Forms due?

SLOA Forms are due by the end 
of the quarter. For Fall quarter, 
the deadline is 
Friday, December 16, 2022

Does every faculty member have 
to submit a SLOA form for each 

class they teach?

No

Each program submits 
one (1) SLOA Form per 

quarter.

How does each 
program decide who 
submits a SLOA form 

each quarter?

Program faculty are
encouraged to discuss
and choose one class
to assess and support
the faculty member in
completing the SLOA Form.

What happens after I submit 
my SLOA form?

After you complete and 
submit your form online, 
you will receive an email 

receipt and a copy of your 
completed form.

The Assessment Task Force 
receives, reviews and 

discusses all submitted 
assessments.

All assessment data is 
compiled and presented on 

a Tableau dashboard. 

See last year’s dashboard 
here: Link

https://tableau.sbctc.edu/t/Bates/views/SLOADashboard/StudentLearningOutcomesAssessment?:showAppBanner=false&:display_count=n&:showVizHome=n&:origin=viz_share_link


FAQ’s continued 2/2

FAQ’s

Am I being evaluated as a 
faculty member?

No. Assessment is 
intended to focus on 
student learning for 
course/program 
improvement.

Why can’t grades be used as 
assessment measures?

Course grades can 
represent participation 
or attendance but do not 
accurately measure an 
applicable learning 
outcome.

What is the purpose of 
assessment?

Assessment is an ongoing 
process that provides 
evidence of student 
performance and learning 
at the institutional, 
program and course levels.

Can I download the 
SLOA form, fill it out 
and email it back? 

No. All SLOA forms must be 
completed online through 
the web form and 
submitted via Adobe Sign.

The form suggests to evaluate 2-3 
related CSLO’s but my PSLO only 

has one (1) CSLO. What should I do?

It is not uncommon for a 
PSLO to only have one (1) 
related CSLO. If that is your 
case, submitting your form 
with one CSLO is ok.



Resources

Resources

Bloom's Taxonomy:
Bloom's Taxonomy - BatesTech - BatesTech
Determining the Level of Bloom’s Revised 
Taxonomy for CSLOs
Bloom’s Taxonomy is a hierarchical system for 
classifying SLOs by the type of cognitive, psychomotor 
or affective evidence students must demonstrate to 
show they have met the outcome. We usually build 
students’ mastery of a subject or skill by first 
challenging them to Remember and Understand (R/U) 
something before asking them to Apply or Analyze it 
(A/A). Near the end of a quarter or degree program, we 
may ask students to Evaluate their knowledge and 
skills and Create new ones (E/C).

SLOA Dashboard
SLOA Dashboard: Program Details - Tableau Server 
(sbctc.edu)
View data from your previously submitted SLOA forms 
on the SLOA Dashboard on Tableau. 

https://www.batestech.edu/teaching-and-learning/blooms-taxonomy/
https://tableau.sbctc.edu/#/site/Bates/views/SLOADashboard/ProgramDetails?:iid=1


Thank you for participating in the faculty-led
Student Learning Outcomes Assessment (SLOA) process.

We welcome your questions, comments and feedback.
Questions About Contact

Developing your Student Learning Outcomes, more info about PSLO's, CSLO's, SLO's, assessments Your Program Team/Lead, Dean

Technical or formatting issues in completing or submitting your SLOA Form online, suggestions on how to 
improve the form, PowerPoint document or adding additional resources

Dorali Mitre, Database Analyst, Institutional Research
dorali.mitre@batestech.edu

For more information about the Assessment Task Force, meetings and all other questions Madeleine Kiuttu, Executive Assistant to VP of Instruction
madeleine.kiuttu@batestech.edu
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